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Sell Your Ideas with Or Without a Patent 2015 provides insight into intellectual property protection know what it takes to protect an
idea and it isn t always with a patent
How to Sell Your Inventions for Cash 2019-01-10 newly revised for 2019 how to sell your inventions for cash demystifies the invention
licensing process and shows inventors the step by step method for profitably exploiting their creative ideas with a minimum of risk and
cost developed and refined over the past 20 years the material in this book has been presented as seminars to such prestigious
organizations as the university of california the los angeles public library the invention convention and the california state university
distance learning system this book shows you how to prepare your ideas and inventions protect them produce prototypes economically
and present them to potential licensees
How to Find a Buyer for Your Invention 1956 explains how to patent and market a product discussing factors including how to present
a product the relationships between distributors buyers and manufacturing agencies and how to calculate manufacturing costs
How to Sell Your Own Invention 1977-01-01 if you have been nurturing a great idea and wondered how to launch a brand how to
launch a product or about launching a venture this is the book for you i wrote this book because like you the best ideas come to you as a
way to fill some unmet need in your life necessity is the mother of all invention is never truer than when you brilliantly think up an
innovation invention or service that will make your life easier more fun or is just plain smart i was standing in my kitchen after going
through my usual morning routine one mundane monday when inspiration hit me i cannot go into great detail about my invention
because i have sold it and it now belongs to a larger company due to an nda that is currently in place i don t even know if that
company is utilizing my invention i thought to myself that if someone could create this certain thing that it would make my life a
whole lot easier i would really use this and spend good money on this if someone thought to create it that someone was me why
couldn t i create a fantastic item that would make my life better and make money doing it this book begins right where it should at the
birth of an idea even the best authors get writer s block and the best inventors lose their muse so i thought it only appropriate to start at
the very beginning i will teach you how to stimulate your creativity brainstorm ideas and finally locate a sustainable and realistic
product that will become your invention then we move onto what it takes to bring that idea to life crafting prototypes locating
manufacturers enlisting the help of carpenters tech developers and anyone who can assist in creating the physical adaption of your idea
i wanted to not only help you think of something that you can create but also push you to create it and then sell it after all we
innovators only create so that others can utilize our creations right this is why i dedicated a great portion of this book to also help you
sell your idea i ve included the most in depth research for social media marketing brand development package designing and so much
more to help you deliver the total package during my time as an inventor i have come across too many innovators who have sat on an
idea waiting for the right time to start inventors who did their best to share their products with the world only to miss the mark in
their marketing strategies and fail creators who lost the rights to their work because they didn t know how to secure legal protection in
this book you will find the answers to all of your questions it is the complete roadmap that will undoubtedly guide your product to
success this book will teach you absolutely everything you need to know about creating prototypes building a band around your
product protecting your intellectual property and plans selling your idea for a profit and so much more i have no doubt in my mind
that if you follow the advice detailed within these pages that you will see your idea through all the way to launch what are you
waiting for your destiny awaits as i am sure you are sitting on an idea that will be the next big thing click add to cart now
Selling Your Idea Or Invention 1994 internet book watch will it sell was specifically written for anyone considering bringing their
invention to market a key consideration in marketing a new idea or product is to determine its profitability especially before investing
capital on a patent james white s practical reader friendly informational manual will provide the non specialist general reader with
inexpensive techniques and practical steps to take in assessing whether or not their invention will be commercially viable fundamental
issues are clearly addressed such as what a patentable invention is the step for idea development and product development advertising
claims getting professional help even doing your own patent search dozens of internet resources are provided with instructions for how
best to utilize them if you have an idea or an invention that you want to make money with begin by a carefully reading of james
white s will it sell
How to Sell Your Inventions for Cash 2005-01-01 you don t have to be a mechanical genius to be an inventor chances are you re already
at the all important starting ground every inventor begins at wishing you could find a clever solution to an everyday challenge the far
too complicated baby swing slick soled running shoes computer cords constantly tangled up there can t be a solution unless there s a
problem and that s where you re at author and inventor patricia nolan brown has turned many common annoyances into ingenious and
money making products and she believes you can do the same in idea to invention she shares the tricks of her trade in order to help
ordinary people learn how to look at their world through the eyes of an inventor readers will learn the six simple steps it takes to go
from idea to invention and discover creativity habits that spark invention the power of tape and paper prototypes to refine their vision
how to navigate the ins and outs of licensing and patenting their product the pros and cons of finding a licensed manufacturer vs
running a home based assembly line how to promote their invention product enhancements that add years to shelf life and morefrom
the everyday challenge and your initial concept to resolve it all the way to the explosion of your thriving business this all
encompassing guide simplifies the invention process and gives creative thinkers the competitive edge they need to achieve the success
their amazing ideas deserve
The Successful Inventor's Guide 1965 like most inventors you dream of striking it rich finding a company you can trust hashing out a
fair licensing deal watching your idea hit the marketplace and then raking in the profits but where do you find the right company and
how do you draft an agreement that will protect your interests license your invention provides both the practical marketing advice and
the legal licensing language you need to turn your invention into a moneymaker step by step this book explains the key elements in a
licensing agreement from advances and royalties to the length of an agreement it also explai
The Inventor's Guide to Marketing 1984 learn how to make money by licensing or selling your ideas to companies this guidebook takes
you through a 7 step process to license or sell your ideas based on 24 years of experience the easy to read guidebook takes you through
the important step by step procedures to sell your ideas for a payout or license for royalties you ll discover the process the 7 step process
to selling or licensing for royalties and advances where to look how to find companies and how to approach them so you don t get
rejected making contact how to contact companies getting the right person on the phone what to say and not to say includes a phone
script company interest what to do when a company is interested negotiating a deal the process to negotiate a deal and create a win win
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outcome royalties learn how much royalties you can earn possible advances and getting companies to pay for patents agents and
consultants product scouts how to work with agents what they expect and where to find them and much more the material is clear and
concise there s no fluff just straight to the point facts matthew yubas
How to Sell and Promote Your Idea, Project, Or Invention 1993 national bestseller from one of the stars of abc s shark tank and qvc s
clever unique creations by lori greiner comes a hands on nuts and bolts guide to getting a new product or company off the ground and
making it a success turn your idea into a reality become your own boss make your first million achieve financial freedom lori greiner
shows you how invent it sell it bank it is a hands on nuts and bolts guide to getting a new product or company off the ground and
making it profitable sharing her own secret formula and personal stories along the way lori provides vital information and advice on
topics that can often intimidate frustrate and stump aspiring entrepreneurs offering behind the scenes insights into her experiences on
abc s shark tank and qvc tv s clever unique creations by lori greiner as well as valuable lessons learned from the mistakes and triumphs
of her early career lori proves that with hard work and the right idea anyone can turn themselves into the next overnight success lori
covers such topic as market research is your idea a hero or a zero don t be so fixated on the end result that you forget to make
something that people actually want to buy product design i have an idea now what s next from concept to prototype to final product
how do i make it and where do i start funding although loans investments and crowd sourcing are great ways to access cash first tap
into your own resources as wisely as possible manufacturing seeing your final product roll off the assembly line is a magical moment
but there are things to watch out for so you get there in a cost effective way protecting your idea to patent or not to patent and other
things you can do to safeguard your idea the secrets to selling successfully you got the product made now learn how to get people to
buy it
The Inventor's Bible 2001 today one of the easiest ways to make money is to create and sell original ideas every year more than 100 000
patents are granted in the u s creating a billion dollar industry for those using intellectual property with this book would be inventors
can develop their ideas with low risk and a minimum of investment without quitting their day jobs attorney and patent holder steve
barbarich takes readers on an exciting journey through the patenting process from concept to marketable product there are step by step
instructions that anyone can follow this book features important information on choosing which ideas to pursue taking your ideas into
the marketplace prototyping and test marketing filing the proper forms protecting your ideas and much more
From Idea to Launch 2020-05-24 this comprehensive guide from the editors of popular science covers everything a new inventor needs
to know from starting out to running a start up contrary to popular opinion you don t have to be an ace electrician or a coding prodigy
to develop your own game changing invention all you need is curiosity a desire to fix a common problem and the determination to see
your ideas become reality and it won t hurt to have this book handy a volume full of vital tips skills and strategies that will take you
from zero to inventor everyone knows about bill gates or steve jobs but in thetotal inventor s manual you ll also learn from the
examples of those intrepid inventors who gave us the first home pregnancy test the super soaker the roomba the digital camera and
many other products that have changed the world here you will learn to turn your vision into a reality with a crash course in ideation
prototyping and testing including lessons in 3d printing coding robotics and more you ll discover funding strategies that range from
running a kickstarter campaign to making a venture capital pitch plus tips on manufacturing supply chains marketing and running or
selling your new company
Will it Sell? 2000 popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s
practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in
science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle
Inventing 1989 so you ve got the next breakthrough invention with your new idea that s poised to take the market by storm you don t
want anyone beating you to the punch nor do you want any tag along imitators or giant corporations claiming your idea as their own a
patent is a temporary government issued monopoly that prevents others from making using or selling your product holding a patent on
an invention grants you the authority to issue licenses to others individuals or companies who want to make and sell your product this
book is designed to give you a solid fundamental understanding of this involved and at times complicated process if you re invention is
a good one then you re off to a running start but 95 of the potential for success hinges on how you go about procuring your patent and
finding partners to help you make and sell your product this book will help you better understand the patenting process by providing
step by step instructions on the how when and where of patenting
Inventor's Marketing Handbook 1989 file patents file trademarks file copyrights avoid scams get free publicity make a company publish
music publish books internet marketing produce and sell your invention chapter 1 the idea chapter 2 copyrights trademarks and patents
chapter 3 copyrights chapter 4 music publishing chapter 5 book publishing chapter 6 trademarks chapter 7 patents provisional patent
application non provisional utility patent application design patent application plant patent application disclosure document program non
disclosure document chapter 8 making a company chapter 9 producing your product with manufactures chapter 10 marketing chapter
11 internet marketing and sales chapter 12 selling chapter 13 free publicity chapter 14 toys games and gimmicks chapter 15 scams
chapter 16 depression and inspiration website index book index
Idea to Invention 2014-01-09 the classic guide to cashing in on your million dollar idea whether you ve invented a great new product
or you have an idea for an app an online business or a reality show how to license your million dollar idea delivers the information you
need to snag a great licensing deal now in its third edition this book has become the go to source for budding inventors and
entrepreneurs who have great ideas and want to cash in on them without putting themselves in financial risk licensing is the way to
make that happen and this book explains exactly how it s done you ll get tested advice on how to protect your ideas and find a licensee
for new products apps tv game shows websites software and more you ll also learn how to develop your creative thinking skills and
objectively evaluate your ideas explains how to protect your new idea with or without patents and copyrights directs you in finding
the perfect person at the right company and on how to prepare a presentation that gets you to a yes reviews sample licensing contracts
to help you understand what your creativity and achievement entitles you to you ll also read accounts from profitable inventors on
their own goof ups and brilliant moves along their paths to success
License Your Invention 2004 how to make money with your patent a step by step guideline on how license sell or commercialize your
patented invention and earn significant profits this workbook on patents is outcome of facing more than 12 000 calls emails meetings and
visits with inventors entrepreneurs and research professionals willing to file patent for their invention and upon observing most
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common questions frustrations and pain points faced by them after receiving grant of patent it is most valuable for patent owners who
are challenged by questions like how valuable is my granted patent how can i calculate it s value who can be interested in buying or
licensing my patent how do i reach the right business or firm who would be interested in my patent how to get appointment with
decision makers of businesses what would i say to them in presentation how would i negotiate the payment terms and how to negotiate
contracts and agreements how to ensure all legal financial and patent office formalities are properly done if you have these questions as
well then this book is especially designed to solve them leveraging over 15 years of experience in the field of intellectual property
rights and patent law and having helped more than 1800 clients we have come up with this book with a very specific focus on helping
patent owners like you with a practical easy to understand and step by step information on how to make money with your granted
patent about author prasad karhad founder and director of patent attorney worldwide private limited registered patent agent in pa 2352
indian patent office govt of india patent facilitator for start ups startup india govt of india bachelor s degree in electronics and
telecommunication engineering author of multiple books on patents and ipr which are included in syllabus of many universities and
educational institutions as a text book and reference books successfully helped 1800 clients from 15 years including individuals
entrepreneurs and educational institutes in the protection of intellectual property rights ipr including patents trademarks designs
copyrights
How to License or Sell Your Ideas; 7 Steps to Making Money by Licensing or Selling Your Ideas to Companies 2013-10-06 this
combination how to guide and directory takes the reader step by step from the point of inspiration to the point of purchase written by
richard c levy an inventor and lecturer who has licensed over 70 products in the us and worldwide this sourcebook offers proven
information that can help users take their ideas to the marketplace successfully the introductory essay offers proven advice on how to
patent and trademark a product and how to select a company to approach for licensing included are more than 35 usable forms sample
agreements and declarations needed to file for patents and copyrights
Invent It, Sell It, Bank It! 2014-03-11 this monograph provides the inventor or small corporate entrepreneur with practical guidelines
for marketing an invention it presents general information in an effort to help move an invention into the marketplace emphasis is
placed upon understanding the role patents play in promoting licensing and selling an invention among the topics covered include
evaluating the potential of new technology drafting a business plan going into business for yourself manufacturing and distrubuting
alternatives marketing representatives
Inventions And Patents 2000-07-01 make money selling your ideas if you are an inventor a creative designer or someone that just
happened to wake up one morning with a really great idea this book is for you to market to market is a directory of over 75 diverse
manufacturers that will buy or license innovative ideas and products think nike coca cola stampin up whirlpool kimberly clark
quantum and many more from hair accessories to bulldozer parts toys to electronics cleaning products to hand tools face wash to home
décor beverages to pharmaceuticals quilting tools to fishing lures baby products to automotive sporting goods to bioscience or just about
any other category your innovation may fall under you ll find information that will connect you with manufacturers that are looking
for the next great idea maybe it will be yours
The Total Inventor's Manual 2017-01-10 full coverage of the ins and outs of inventing for profit protect your idea develop a product and
start your business did you have a great idea did you do anything about it did someone else inventing for dummies is the smart and
easy way to turn your big idea into big money this non intimidating guide covers every aspect of the invention process from
developing your idea to patenting it to building a prototype to starting your own business the dummies way explanations in plain
english get in get out information icons and other navigational aids tear out cheat sheet top ten lists a dash of humor and fun discover
how to conduct a patent search maintain your intellectual property rights build a prototype product determine production costs develop
a unique brand license your product to another company
Popular Mechanics 1968-03 patent it is a well researched book with lots of practical information on how you can obtain the patent
exclusive right over your ideas discovery or invention theoretically it examines the meaning of patent differentiating it from other
similar terms such as copyright trademark and servicemark read this book if you are confused whether your invention or idea is
patentable or not it makes a sincere attempt and effort to explain the requirements for patents in the uk and the us it also provides
insights on how you can make some money from your idea after it has been patented the book is divided into four different sections
each section deals with a particular subject matter concerning patents this book does not claim to exhaust everything about patent rights
of the uk and the us it is meant to be a practical guide to inventors looking to secure the patent right you may still need to hire
professional services to help you in areas that you cannot do yourself the last page of the book contains some helpful resources and
websites covered in this book making money with your idea market and sell your idea patent infringement patent offices patent right
legislation in the us and the uk patent validity protecting yourself purchasing a patent the ugly sides trademarks copyright
servicemarks the differences types of patents uk patent law and application understanding of what a patent is us patent laws and
application and much more
How to Patent an Idea Or Invention 2014-12-05 patent applications are booming innovative strategies to market inventive products the
complete idiot s guide to cashing in on your inventions second edition covers every aspect of the inventing process from concept to
market and this new edition offers more in depth coverage of the development process prototyping and manufacturing helping readers
identify how to go about turning their ideas into something tangible that they can market written by the co developer of the furby and
over 200 other products features information on how to protect inventions how to find companies interested in buying or licensing
inventions
The Inventors Guidebook 2005-08 the following description refers to an outdated version of the book please see the inventor s bible
fourth edition for the most current edition the definitive guide for inventors features the patent and new product marketing workbook
that takes you step by step through protecting your idea choosing the right steps patenting how when and why selecting
manufacturers that will do the best job finding the best markets and expanding opportunities developing a strategy and market plan
that fits perfectly into business plans presenting your invention to companies without getting ripped off negotiating the best deal and
how to hire the best advisors from the trade paperback edition
How to License Your Million Dollar Idea 2011-08-30 this step by step guide will show you exactly how to get your product invention
or craft on the shelves of major retailers regardless of sales experience or existing buyer relationships learn all of the trade secrets from
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an industry expert who has sold millions of units to the world s largest retailers
How to Make Money with Your Patent 2024-01-18 this paperback reference provides practical guidelines for selling an invention and
general information about protecting an invention for the independant inventor or small business
Inventing & Patenting Sourcebook 1992 this handy dandy notebook guides inventors through the difficult process of creating and
patenting an invention a must for anyone with questions on the patenting process
Marketing Your Invention 2009 a straightforward guide to inventing patenting and technology commercialization for scientists and
engineers although chemists physicists biologists polymer scientists and engineers in industry are involved in potentially patentable
work they are often under prepared for this all important field this book provides a clear jargon free and comprehensive overview of
the patenting process tailored specifically to the needs of scientists and engineers including requirements for a patentable invention
how to invent new laws created by president obama s 2011 america invents act the process of applying for and obtaining a patent in the
u s and in foreign countries commercializing inventions and the importance of innovation based on lecture notes refined over twenty
five years at the university of akron how to invent and protect your invention contains practical advice colorful examples and a wealth
of personal experience from the authors
To Market, to Market 2009 the definitive guide for inventors newly updated with the latest patenting laws information on
crowdfunding and online resources the path to success is clearer than it s ever been thanks to experienced inventor ronald docie the
process of commercializing your invention and receiving royalties is no longer complicated the inventor s bible is an in depth how to
manual for both beginners and skilled entrepreneurs alike that helps you develop a realistic workable plan research your market target
potential business partners and strike a good deal for your inventions it tackles vital concerns such as what is my invention worth what
steps should i take first is free government help available who can i trust and how can i keep from getting ripped off revised to reflect
recent changes and innovations this fourth edition includes crowdfunding and crowdsourcing open innovation free patenting help new
u s patent laws america invents act freedom to use law online help for inventors with the inventor s bible your dream can become the
world s next great invention
Inventing For Dummies 2011-03-08 popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world
whether it s practical diy home improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest
breakthroughs in science pm is the ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle
Patent It! How to Patent an Idea. Patent Your Idea and Sell Your Idea. UK and USA Patent Information. 2018-03-14
CIG Cash In On Inventions, 2E 2010-06-01
Manufacture & Sell Your Invention 2018-02-05
The Inventor's Bible, 3rd Edition 2011-12-21
How to Sell Your Product, Invention Or Craft to Major Retailers 2009-11-28
Marketing Your Invention 1989
Inventor's Step-By-Step Instruction Book 2019-04-25
How to Invent and Protect Your Invention 2012-08-28
Making Inventions Pay 1950
The Inventor's Bible, Fourth Edition 2015-09-01
Popular Mechanics 1944-09
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